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Certain Generalized Quadrangles are viewed as amalgamations of com- 
patible finite projective planes with the hope that this point of view may lead 
to the construction of new quadrangles-a point of view which is exploited in 
determining the full collineation group of a special type of generalized quad- 
rangle. 
1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
This paper continues the study of generalized quadrangles begun in 
[3-51, which were in turn based on [l , 21. 
The known examples of generalized quadrangles based on finite fields 
of even characteristic have all one notable feature in common-a regular 
point (co) incident with a regular line [co] (cf., Section 3 for the definition 
of regular). This makes it possible to view such a quadrangle as an “amalgama- 
tion” of two projective planes in a manner described in detail in Section 4. 
Conversely, it seems plausible that pairs of compatible planes might exist 
which may be amalgamated to form new generalized quadrangles. The 
known quadrangles which are amalgamations of planes are all amalgamations 
of pairs of desarguesian planes in a manner which can only work over fields 
of characteristic 2. It seems quite possible to us that compatible pairs of 
nondesarguesian planes of even order might exist giving new quadrangles. 
For the benefit of the reader primarily interested in projective planes, 
we state now the definition of a compatible pair of projective planes. The 
following coordinate-free description was communicated to us by Professor 
T. G. Ostrom after he had seen a preliminary version of this paper. 
Let 171 and 17, be two projective planes with exactly the same set of 
points. Furthermore, suppose that for some point P the lines of II1 incident 
with P are the same as the lines of IIa incident with P. The planes are 
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compatible with respect to P and some line L through P provided the following 
kind of hybrid Desargues’ configuration fails to exist: 
Let A, , B, , C, and A,, B, , C, be two triangles such that 
(1) the lines PA, , PB, , PC, , L are distinct 
(2) A, is on PA, , B, is on PB, , C, is on PC, 
(3) The sides of Ai , Bi , Ci are lines in 17i , i = 1,2 
(4) In the sense of (3), 
A,B,nL = A,B,nL 
B,C,nL = B,C,nL 
A,C,nL = A,C,nL 
Part (3) might be called the hybrid part, and the case A, = A, , B, = B, , 
C, = C, is not excluded. 
A pair of planes compatible with respect to some incident point-line pair 
may be used to construct a generalized quadrangle as is done in Section 4. 
However, the manner in which a pair of compatible planes is extracted 
from a generalized quadrangle makes it expedient to revise slightly the 
notation used in [3-51. This revision is detailed in Section 2 with a review 
in the new notation of certain basic facts obtained in the earlier papers. 
Finally, this approach is exploited in Section 5 to determine the full collinea- 
tion group of a special kind of generalized quadrangle, 
2. REVISION AND REVIEW 
Let F = GF(2”) and let Y be the collection of permutations 01 of the 
elements of F satisfying 0~ = 0, la = 1, and the condition 
for all distinct c,, , ci , ca in F. 
Then for 01 E Y, P(m) denotes the generalized quadrangle constructed via 
Theorem 5.1 of [3] with the p of that theorem being the identity permutation. 
Let 9 denote the set of all 01 E Y which are multiplicative isomorphisms. 
In [S] all isomorphisms between P(a) and P(y) were determined for 01, y E Y. 
In general, the complete determination of Y remains an unsolved problem 
(so far as we know). However, we do have methods of constructing various 
elements of Y from others already given, one of which leads to the specific 
kind of quadrangle to be studied in Section 5. 
Recall that for 01 E 9, P(a) was constructed from an oviod Q= in PG(2, 2”) 
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(embedded in PG(3, 2”)) consisting of the points of PG(3, 29 with non- 
homogeneous coordinates 
-Q, = ((0, 0, 1,O)) u ((1, c, ca, 0) I c EF) 
and having nucleus (0, 1, 0,O). 
(2) 
The linear map T: (.x0, x1, x2, xg) --f (x2, x1,x,, , xa) maps Q, to an 
ovoid Qa* , where 
a* : x + (y=)-1, where y(y-‘)a = x. (3) 
Then (cf., [4]) T ’ d m uces an isomorphism T* : P(a) + P(a*). 
It is well known that if 52 is an ovoid with nucleus N and X is any point 
of Q, then sz’ = (Q\(X)) U {N} is an ovoid with nucleus X. If we apply 
this to Sz, with X = (0, 0, 1,O) and N = (0, 1, 0,O) to obtain (Q’, and 
then apply the map T, : (x0 , x1 , x2 , xs) + (x,, , x2 , x1 , xs), we obtain the 
ovoid Tl[(.Q,)‘] = Q&-I . So 01 E Y if and only if 01-r E Y, a fact observed 
independently in [5]. 
Now suppose c,, is an arbitrary but fixed element of F. Apply the 
interchange process described above to J& , 01 E 9, with X = (1, cc, , co=, 0), 
N = (0, 1, 0, 0), to obtain an avoid (QJ’. Then apply the map 
to obtain the ovoid 
with nucleus (0, 1, 0, 0), and where 0-l = 0 by definition. Hence for each 
01 E 9, co E F, we have acO E 9’ where olCO is defined by 
% :x-+ 
X[C,” + (co + x-l)“] 
co= + (co + 1)” ’ (4) 
For 01 E Y, co = 0, we obtain 
a0 : x + x(x-l)a. (5) 
For OT E 9, cx,, = 1 - 01 was already observed to be in 9, since then 
1 - OL = ((a*)-‘)* (cf., [5]). And if 01 E Y is linear, then ~1~ 0 = q, for any 
choice of co E F. 
For 01 E 9, co = 1, we obtain 
a1 : x --f x(1 + (1 + x-l)“). (6) 
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Since 01 = 2 E 9, by (5) we have - 1 E .Y (i.e., - 1 : x -+ x-l). Then from 
(6) we have 01 E Y where 
01 : x + x(1 + (1 + x-i-1) = 
1 
$ ’ x#l (7) 
1, x = 1. 
This 01 yields the generalized quadrangles to be studied in some detail in 
Section 5. 
We are now ready to introduce the new notation. For each 01 E 9, P(a) 
denotes the same generalized quadrangle as before. But the line of type I 
which was denoted by [u, ZI, w] will now be denoted by [u, w, v], and the 
point which was denoted by (x,y) will now be denoted by (ye-l, x). Hence 
P(a) has the following points and lines with incidences (i)-(viii) in the new 
notation. 
- Type I Type II Type III Type IV 
Points (XT YP 4 (x9 Y) (4 (Go) 
Lines [% v, WI [UI VI Cd [al 
where x, y, Z, U, v, w range over elements of F. 
0) (x, Y, ) . . d x is mci ent with [u, v, w] if and only if y = w + ux and 
z = v + ZPx; 
(ii) (x, y, Z) is incident with [x, y]; 
(iii) (u, v) is incident with [u, v, w]; 
(iv) (u, v) is incident with [u]; 
(v) (x) is incident with [x, y]; 
(vi) (x) is incident with [CO]; 
(vii) (co) is incident with [u]; 
(viii) (co) is incident with [co]. 




The present Table I is Table II of [4] with the necessary changes made 











(x, Y, zl) and (x, Y, .4 
are collinear. 
(XI , YI ,-d and (x2 , yz , ~1, 
Xl + x2 , are collinear if and 
only if 
(x, y, z) is collinear with 
points (t, z + Fx), t EF. 
(x, y, z) and (x) are collinear. 
(x, yl) and (x, yz) are collinear. 
(CO) and (x, y) are collinear. 
(x1) and (x2) are collinear. 
(x) and (CO) are collinear. 
Lines 
[u, 0, ~~1 and lu, 0, weI 
are concurrent. 
1% , 01 , ~11 and [US, Q, WA 
Ul z u2 , are concurrent if and 
only if 
Wl + w2 -7Jl + 0, 
-=-* 
211 + %a UIDl + uza 
[u, et, w] is concurrent with 
[t, w + ut], t EF. 
[u, w, w] and [u] are concurrent. 
[u, wJ and [u, WJ are concurrent. 
[CO] and [u, w] are concurrent. 
[uJ and [uJ are concurrent. 
[u] and [co] are concurrent. 
For each 01 E Y the collineations of P(U) which fix (co) and [a] were 
“determined” in [4]. We list these in the new notation. 
For each quadruple (k, oi , (~a , us) of elements of F with k # 0, there is 
a collineation v = rr(k, o1 , oa , ua) of P(a) defined by 
For each triple (u, d, ,8), u, d E F, d # 0, /3 E aut(F), such that 
( (u + dy”lB)-l + uoi-* X6 +um-‘)“=d($rB+u, (9) 
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for all x,y EF, x # 0, and 
(u + d[r, + ypyl = (u + dypy + (u + dyp-’ + CP (10) 
for all yi , ya EF, there is a collineation 71 = +(e, d, 8) of P(a) defined by 
(x, y, ,z>” = (x6, (u + dy=a)a-l + (1 + 9) o=+, ~8 + dzf), 
(x, y)ii = ((u + d@)a-*, dys), 
(x)” = (x4), 
(a)” = (Co), 
[u, v, zuy = [(a + dz@)a+, dvb’, (u + dzu+-’ + u”‘], 
(11) 
[u, v]” = [ufi, (u + d&p-’ + (1 + G) 6’1, 
[u]” = [(u + du”B)a-‘], 
[co]” = [co]. 
From Theorem 1 of [4] we know that each collineation of P(a) fixing 
(00) and [co] has a unique representation as a product 71 . n (+ followed by n) 
for some Q? as in (11) and some r as in (10). A main result of Section 5 is 
that, for the particular 01 defined by (7) the group of collineations of P(a) 
(necessarily fixing (co) and [ 11) is t ransitive on lines different from [l] through 
(co) and has the same order as though 01 were an automorphism not 2 (cf. [4]). 
3. REGULAR POINTS AND LINES 
Let P be a generalized quadrangle of order s. Let X and Y be distinct 
points of P, and let 2, , 2, ,..., Z, be the points of P collinear with both 
X and Y. Then (X, Y) is called a regulur pair provided that any point 
collinear with at least two Zi’s is actually collinear with all of them. And 
a point X is a regular point, provided that (X, Y) is regular for all points 
Y # X. By Lemma 2.3 of [5] we know that for any 01 E Y, the point (CD) 
of P(m) is regular. 
From [5] it follows that if 01 E Y, OL # 2, then P(a) must not be isomorphic 
to P(2); so, by Benson [l], P(m) must have some pair of points which is 
irregular (i.e., not regular). In any irregular pair at least one of the points 
must not be collinear with (CO) by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 of [.5], and the 
collineation group is transitive on points of type I. Hence no point of type I 
is regular. 
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Dualize the notion of regularity for lines by replacing “point” with “line” 
and “collinear” with “concurrent.” Then it is easy to deduce from Fig. 1 
that [co] is regular. 
We state (without its straightforward proof) the following lemma which 
is useful in Section 5. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any 01 E 9, each line through (co) is regular. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any cy E Sf’, (a) is the only regular point of [a] unless 
a: is linear. In that case each point of [CO] is regular. 
Proof. Always (00) is regular. From (8) it is clear the G, is transitive 
on the points (x) of [co], x E F. Furthermore, the subgroup of G, fixing 
(0) is transitive on points of type I not collinear with (0). Hence each point 
of [oo] is regular if and only if (0) is regular if and only if ((0), (1, 0,O)) 
is a regular pair. The points (0) and (1, 0, 0) are both collinear with (1) 
and with (0, y, ya), y E F. Then (1) and (0, 0,O) are both collinear with (0) 
and (1, X, x”), x E F. Hence ((0), (1, 0,O)) is regular if and only if (1, X, x”) 
is collinear with (0, y, y”) (for all X, y E F) if and only if (x - y)” = P - y” 
for all X, y E F, i.e., if and only if 01 is linear. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If 2 # CLE 9, then P(N) has a line of regular points, 
either [CO] or [0], according as 01 or OL* is an automorphism of F. If, furthermore, 
neither 01 nor cx* is an automorphism, then (a) is the unique regular point 
of P(4- 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5 of [5] no point of the form (/, X) (in the new 
notation), X, c EF, ca # 9, is regular. By Theorem 2 of [4], G, is transitive 
on lines [u], u E F, u # 0. Hence the only lines of P(a) which could have 
regular points other than (CO) are [co] and [O]. Since the isomorphism 
T* : P(a) - P(u*) satisfies T* : [co], + [O],, , T* : [0], + [co],, , the 
corollary follows from Theorem 3.2. 
For example, if e = 5, 01 = 6, OI* = 26, then P(a) has a unique regular 
point (cf., [5]). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let oi be the element of Y de&ted by (7). Then in P(a) each 
point of [l] is regular. 
Proof. Clearly, G, is transitive on the points (1, X) of [l], and it is readily 
verified that the subgroup of G, fixing (1,0) is transitive on points of type I 
not collinear with (1,O). Hence (1,O) is regular if and only if ((1, 0), (0, 0, 1)) 
is regular if and only if each point of [l] is regular. But (1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) 
are both collinear with (I, 1) and (u, u2 + u, u), u E F. On the other hand, 
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(1, 1) and (0, 0,O) are both collinear with (1,O) and (x, x2 + x, x + 1). Then 
it is easy to check that (x, x2 + x, x + 1) is collinear with (u, u2 + u, U) 
for all x, u E F, implying (( 1 , 0), (0, 0, 1)) is regular. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a be the element of Y defked by (7). Then the point X 
of P(a) is regular if and only if it lies on [I]. 
Proof. Let X be a regular point of P(E). By Theorem 3.2 we may assume 
X = (c,O), 1 # CEF. Since 01 = a*, there is a collineation T* of P(a) 
interchanging [0] and [oo], so we may assume c + 0. By Corollary 2.5 of 
[5] we also have (c”)~ = (c”>* = c, implying c2 + c + 1 = 0. Even if such a c 
belongs to F, a (by now) routine calculation shows that the pair ((c, 0), (0, 0, I)) 
is not regular. The Lemma follows. 
Probably the quadrangles with a line of regular points are less numerous 
than those with a unique regular point. For 01 = - 1 and any c0 E F, c,) # 0, I, 
if a,( is given by (4); then P(c~‘,~) has a unique regular point. We conjecture 
the same to be true for any nonlinear 01 E 9. 
Now recall the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [5]. Let X and Y be noncollinear 
points of a generalized quadrangle P4 of order s, and let 2,) Z, ,..., Z, be 
the points of P, collinear with both X and Y. For each WC (0, l,..., s} let 
n(W) be the number of points collinear with each Zi for i E W, but not 
with X or Y or Zi for i 6 W. Then the key step in the proof was to show 
that CW (/ W / - I)(1 W / - (s + 1)) n(W) = 0, from which it follows 
immediately that the pair (X, Y) . is regular if and only if n(W) = 0 for 
2GlWl < s if and only if n( o ) = 0 if and only if any point Z not collinear 
with X or Y is collinear with at least one of the Zz’s. 
We define a triad (of points) to be an unordered set of three pairwise 
noncollinear points of P4 . A centric triad is a triad for which there is some 
point W collinear with each point of the triad. Such a W will be called a 
center of the triad. The results of the preceding paragraph may be restated 
as follows: 
THEOREM 3.6. The pair (X, Y) f 0 noncollinear points is a regular pair if 
and only sf every triad containing X and Y is centric. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If X is a regular point, then every triad containing X 
is centric. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let X be a regular point of the quadrangle P4 of order s 
which is not of Type I, i.e., some point of P4 is not regular. Then there is a 
point collinear with X which is not regular. 
Proof. Let 2 be a point not collinear with X and not regular. There 
481/22/I-9 
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is some point Y such that (2, Y) is an irregular pair, and we may as well 
suppose Y is not collinear with X. Hence (X, Y, 2) is a triad T. Since (X, Y) 
is a regular pair, T must be centric. Let W be a center of T, and suppose 
that W = W, , W, ,..., W, are the points collinear with both Y and 2. 
Since the pair (Y, 2) is irregular by Lemma 2.1 of [5], so is the pair (W, , W,). 
But then W,, is an irregular point collinear with X. 
We now apply the dual of this theorem to the quadrangles P(a), 01 E 9’. 
THEOREM 3.9. For 2 f a E Y, the full collineation group G of P(a) must 
fix the point (CO). 
Proof. We already know that (co) is regular, no point not collinear 
with (co) is regular, G is transitive on the set of points different from (co) 
and lying on any line L through (co), and each line through (co) is regular. 
Suppose there is a collineation -r moving (00) to some other point of a line L 
through (co). Then every line through each point of L would be regular. 
Hence by the dual of Theorem 3.8, the dual P*(u) of P(a) must be of Type I, 
i.e., P*(a) = P(2), so 01 = 2. 
4. AMALGAMATED PLANES 
Let 01 be any element of Y and let P(a) be the corresponding generalized 
quadrangle with the new notation as described in Section 2. We define two 
projective planes from P(a), IIt from the fact that (co) is regular, lIla from the 
fact that [a~] is a regular line. 17, has points (co), (x), (u, v), x, U, v E F and 
lines [co], [u], u EF, with incidences between them inherited from P(a). 
The remaining lines [[m, b]], m, b E F, are defined as follows. The line [[m, 611 
is to be incident in 17, with (0, b) and (m) and with those points (x, y) collinear 
in P(a) with all points collinear in P( OL with both (m) and (0, b). Since (00) ) 
and (m, 0, 6) are both collinear with (m) and (0, 6), and since (m, 0, b) is 
collinear with (x, y) if and only if y = xam + b, it follows that [[m, b]] 
contains (m) and (x, x”m + b), x E F. 
II, is defined as follows. Lines of I& are [a], [u], [u, u], and points are 
(co), (x), u, ZJ, x E F, with incidences between them inherited from P(a). 
The remaining points ((x, y)) are defined for x, y E F to lie on the lines [x] 
and [0, y]. Then the other lines [m, b] through ((x, y)) are those for which 
there is a line L of P4 meeting [xl, [0, y], and [m, b]. In particular, ((x, y)) 
lies on [x] and on [t, y + xt], t E F. Then [m, b] contains ((x, y)) if and only 
ify =xm+b. 
Note that the line [u, o, w] is “recovered” from 17, and I7.a in the following 
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way. [u, v, w] contains the point (u, v) and for each x E F the point (x, y, 2) 
such that 
(i) (x) and (u, v) meet on line [[x, z]] of n, , 
(ii) ((u, v)) lies on [x,y] in II,. 
(12) 
We say that P(U) is the amalgamation of 171 and f12 . It is clear that this 
process of obtaining n1 and n, with certain points and lines in common 
depends only on the fact that there is a regular point (00) incident with a 
regular line [oo]. Since the process of recovering a generalized quadrangle 
from the pair of planes derived originally from a given quadrangle yields 
back the original quadrangle, we cannot hope to construct new quadrangles 
from planes obtained by starting with different incident pairs consisting of 
a regular point and a regular line. However, it is possible that by starting 
with other such pairs one might be able to construct new 0~’ E .Y for which 
P(a) is isomorphic to P(a’). 
We now reverse this procedure. Let n1 and U, be two projective planes 
with compatible representations as described in Section I. The point P 
corresponds to (00) and the line L to [a] = L, . A generalized quadrangle 
P, may then be constructed as follows. P4 has two kinds of points: 
(i) points of n, (= points of U,) 
(ii) pairs of lines (L, , L,), Li E IIi , where 
L,nL, ==L,nL, #P 
and P4 has two kinds of lines 
(a) Lines of n, 
(b) pairs of points (R, , RB) such that PR, in 17, and PR, in n2 are 
the same line but not L, . 
Incidence in P4 is defined as follows: 
(i,a) A point Q of type (i) is incident with a line L of type (a) if and 
only if they are incident in U, and either Q is on L, or L contains P. 
(i,b) A point Q of this type (i) is incident with a line (R, 5') of type (b) 
if and only if Q = R. 
(ii,a) A point (L, , L,) of type (“) 11 is incident with a line L of type (a) 
if and only if L = L, . 
(ii,b) A point (L, , L,) of type (ii) is incident with a line (R, , R2) of 
type (b) if and only if Ri is incident with Li in rri , i = 1 and 2. 
It follows that P4 is a partial plane whose only triangles would have vertices 
of type (i) joined by lines of type (a). But such triangles are ruled out by 
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precisely the compatibility conditions of Section 1. P4 is called the (P, L)- 
amalgamation of n, and II, , and we have essentially proved the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let IllI and II2 be projective planes of order s compatible 
with respect to an incident point-line pair (P, L) as defined in Section 1. Then 
the (P, L)-amalgamation P4 of II, and II2 is a generalized quadrangle with 
a regular point incident with some regular line. 
We now repeat this construction using coordinates. Let n, be a plane 
with points (co), (m), (x, y), and lines [co], [xl, [[m, b]], for arbitrary elements 
m, 6, x, y of some coordinatizing ternary ring R. The incidences are as usual: 
(CO) is on [co] and [u], (m) is on [oo] and [[m, b]] for all b E R, (x, y) is on 
[x] for all b E R, [[m, b]] is the line through (m) and (0, b), and (x, y) is the 
intersection of [x] and [[0, y]] for the zero element 0 of R. na has lines 
[co], [u], [u, b], and points (co), (x), ((x, y)), with coordinates u, v, x, y from 
the same set R as above but with a necessarily different ternary operation 
having the same zero as above. Then (co) is on [co] and [xl, (x) is on [co] 
and [x, y], [x, y] is the line through (x) and ((0, y)), and ((x, y)) is the intersec- 
tion of [x] and [0, y] f or all x, y E R. For these representations of nr and 
U, to be compatible (with respect to (co) and [co]) it must not be possible to 
find distinct xi , xa , xs , distinct ui , us , ua , and some xi, yi , i = 1, 2, 2, 
such that both of the following hold at the same time: 
(9 [h , 41 and Pi+1 , z~,,]] meet in fl, at a point of [ui] 
(4 [xi-l , yiel ] and [xi+i , yi+J meet in fl, in a point of [ui], for 
i = 1, 2, 3, where each subscript is to be reduced mod 3 to one of 1, 2, 3. 
Then P4 is constructed as follows. The points of P4 are the points (co), 
(x), (x, y) of II1 and new points (x, y, z), x, y, z E R. The lines of P, are the 
lines [CO], [u], [u, v] of Ua and new lines [u, v, w], u, v, w E R. As far as 
these points and lines are in n1 or fl, , incidences between them in P4 are 
inherited from 171 or na . Also (x, y) is on [x, y, z], (x, y, z) is on [x, y], 
x, y, x E R. Finally, for each x E R, [u, v, w] is to contain the point (x, y, x) 
such that 
(I) (x) and (u, v) lie on [[x, z]] in J7i , and 
(2) ((u, w)) and (x) lie on [x, y] in fla . 
If n, and 17, are ((co), [cc]) Desarguesian, then for any distinct x1 , x2 , xa , 
and any distinct ui , ua , a unique us is determined satisfying (i) above for 
all appropriate choices of zi , za , x, . Similarly for condition (ii). 
In particular, this places the defining condition (1) for elements of 9 in 
its proper perspective. For II, and IT, derived from P(a), CL E 9, as above, 
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it follows that [[xiPl , z&j] and [[xifl , xi+,]] meet at a point on [uJ where 
ui= zzz %-1 - %+1 
xi-1 - xi+1 
Similarly, [xi-r , yJ and [xi+r , yi+J meet in a point on [zQ], where 
u = Yi-1 - Yi+1 
xi-l - xi+1 
Then 
241” - u2= Xl - x2 and % - u2 Xl - x2 = zzz 
Ulm - 243” x1 -x3 ’ Ul - fJ3 x1 -x3 * 
The condition that 
is just that of (1). 
241a - u2b 
# 
111 - u2 
Ul" - u3a Ul - u3 
Viewing P4 as the amalgamation of compatible planes II, and 17, has an 
interesting corollary for collineations. Specifically, collineations of P4 fixing 
(cx)) and [co] are just pieced together from suitable pairs of collineations 
of II, and II, . Moreover, any collineation of P4 fixing (co) (respectively, [co]) 
induces a collineation of III (respectively, I12). This observation is helpful 
in the next section in determining the full collineation group of P(a) for 
the 01 of (7). 
5. COLLINEATIONS OF P(a) 
The goal of this section is to obtain a more complete description of the 
full collineation group G of P(a). We apply this to determine G for the CL 
of (7). 
To begin with, let 01 be any element of Y. Suppose there is some collinea- 
tion 6 of P(a) which fixes (co) and moves the line [co] to some line [cl, 
c E F. Let II, be the projective plane derived from P(a) as in Section 4, 
so that 6 induces a collineation of II, . By preceding 6 with the appropriate 
collineation of the type z(K, q , 0, u3) we may assume that (0) +6 (c, 0) and 
(1) ---f (c, 1). Define f : PG(2,2”) -+ I7, in terms of nonhomogeneous 
coordinates by 
(2, y, 1) --tf (xm-‘, y) 1 
(1, m, 0) -+j (m> [J +f [k”l], f k”l], (0, 1 O) +j (03)0, ,O) j 03) k 
[;] +fNm,kll i, 
0 
(14) 
0 -9 [co]. 
1 
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If incidence is defined in PG(2,29 as usual, i.e., 
(x, y, 2) is on [I Z if and only if xu + yn + zw = 0, W 
then f is an isomorphism from PG(2,2”) onto n1 . If r is any collineation 
of PG(2,29, then r + T* = f. 7 . f -l is an isomorphism from the group 
of collineations of PG(2,2”) onto the group of collineations of Lri . Then 
since the collineations of PG(2,2”) are known to be just the semilinear 
ones, and since any collineation of PG(2,2”) induced by an automorphism 
of F fixes (co), [co], and (l), we may assume that 6 = T* for some linear 
collineation 7 of PG(2,2”). Hence there is some nonsingular matrix A for 
which 
The assumptions made above on 6 translate via f to the following restrictions 
on 7: 
(0, 170) -’ (0, 1, O), 
u,o, 0) -9 (c”l, 0, I), (16) 
(I, 1,O) -7 (P, 1, 1). 
Then translating these to conditions on A and rendering A unique by 
assuming that the nonzero entry aaa of A = (Q) is equal to 1, we find that 
a,, # a&=. (17) 
Reinterpreting this information for 6 we find the following: If there is 
a collineation 6 of P(a) which fixes (co) and moves [co], then there is one 
satisfying the conditions given below. To simplify the computation, we 
write d = (URIC” + a3r)-l, and for x # a&l, put 
(a) --@ (m), (4 --@ (G 4 (19) 
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I MY + a,,)), 




y(x) Y + a32 
> 
x # a;,’ (20) 
’ X” + a33 
[al - [cl (21) 
[u] + [O”lT 
1 
u = au-l 
33 ’ (22) 
M411 24. # a;;* . 
From (19) it follows that there is some map 6, : F x F -+ F such that 
[u, 4 --fs [c, % w, 41. (23) 
So (x, y, z) must be mapped to some point of type I on [c, x, 6,(x, y)], i.e., 
thereisamap&:FxFxF-+Fsuchthat 
(x, Y, 4 4 (ux, Y, 4, ux, Y) + cm Y, 4, x + 4(x, Y, 4). (24) 
Then (19) and (24) guarantee that points of [x,y] are mapped to points 
on the image of [x, y]. Clearly, points on lines of type III or IV are mapped 
to points lying on the images of the respective lines. 
The line [&‘, ~1, wu] contains the points 
(a&‘, 4 and (x, w + a$’ x, =u + a,,-4 
Since (a$, v) +6 (d(v + a,,)), there must be a map 6, : F x F --f F such that 
Then 
[a&,- ) 0, w] - [d(v + a,,>, 63 Y (74 1. (2% 
4 qx, w + agx, v + a,,x>, x + CQgX, w + a;& v + a33x)). 
So incidence is preserved in this case if and only if both 
S,(x, w + a$, v + a,,4 = 4” + a3J (26) 
and 
S,(v, w) = 6,(x, w + ag*x> + cS,(x, w + a$, v + a,,x). (27) 
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Note that 6, in (26) is independent of x and w. Substituting (26) in (27) we 
have 
S,(v, w) = S,(x, w + a+> + cd@ + a,). (28) 
From (28) it follows that 6,(x, w + a&,-‘~) is independent of X, and 
%(x, Y) = WA y + US>. 
So we may replace 6, by a new function of one variable with the same 
name: 
S,(x, y) = S,(O, y + a$) = S,(y + @$). (29) 
Since any collineation of P(a) of the type ~(1, 0, os , 0) fixes the points and 
lines whose images under 6 are indicated in (19)-(22), by preceding 6 with 
the appropriate collineation of the type n( 1, 0, o2 , 0) we may assume 
[0, 0] --ts [c, 0, 01. This implies 
S,(O) = 0. (30) 
With (26)-(28) satisfied we have points on [a&l, ZI, w] mapped to points 
on its image, so now we consider points of [u, V, w], u # &I. First note 
that we now can write 
S,(% Y> 4 = s&G (9 + u$) + $,‘x, (2 + u,,x) + u,,x), 
so 
(x, Y? 4 --j6 (d@ + as3x + a,,), S,(y + a$) 
+ cd@ + a33x + a,,), x + ca+ + a33x + a32)). 
(31) 
Since the point (u, V) on [u, V, w] is mapped to (y(u), (V + a,,)/(~’ + a,,)), 
there must be a map 6, : F x F x F -+ F such that 
[u, w, WI +6 [ Y(U), w + u32 ,S,(u, w, w,]. ua + a33 (32) 
Then incidence is preserved if and only if each point (x, w + UX, ZI + ZPX) 
is mapped to a point on [u, ZJ, w]~. From (31), 
S,(w + (u + a;;‘)4 
+ Cd(w + a32 + (u” + a33)4, x + cmd(w + u32 + +” + u33)x))* 
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So incidence is preserved if and only if both 
and 
+ y(@ d(v + u32 + (@ + a33)x)* (34) 
Using (18) it is easy to check that (34) holds for all u, v, w, x, u # a$. 
So the only additional restrictions on S are contained in (33). Put x = 0 
in (33) to obtain 
s&4 v,w) = S,(w) + 4” + a32)k + Au)). (35) 
From (33) and (35) it follows that S,(w + (u + a$)~) + S,(w) is independent 
of w as long as u # ui,l. Hence 6, is additive, and 
s,uu + q,‘)x> = xd(u” + a,,)(c + y(u)). (36) 
Put u = uz,l + 1, to obtain 
S,(x) = 41 + ag) + a,,)(c + r(l + a;,‘)). (37) 
We have essentially proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. A necessary and suficient condition for P(a) to have a 




= d(u= + a33)h + Y(4) # o 
(u + a$ 
(38) 
is independent of u for all u # a&‘. 
Proof. This is clear from the preceding steps, since the only obstacle 
to defining 6 is the question of whether or not S,(x) = x . T, (U # uY&‘) 
really well defines 6, as a nonzero function. We note that if oi is an automor- 
;~;y$;~ ; I” 2’ pj”I?=;2 zsz T’ ~31) a-1, which is independent of u if 
u = @“a,, + a31). 
We now apply this result to a particular P(a). Throughout the remainder 
of this section let 01 be the element of 9’ defined by (7). For this 01 it is easily 
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verified that 01 = (~-1 = 01* as in (3) and (5). Hence from [4] there is a 
collineation T* : P(a) + P(u*) = P(a) satisfying 
(a) +T* (Co); [al +=* WI; PI +=* [al; 
PI +T* PI; 14 --tT* b + 11, for 0,l #uEF, (39) 
and (1,x) +T* (1,x), for XEF. 
To avoid trivial special cases we assume from now on that e > 2, so 
F has more than four elements. In the present case, [I] must be fixed by 
Lemma 3.5, which implies that aas = usi + P + 1, 
where, clearly, c # 1. (40) 
It now follows by a routine calculation that for each choice of uaa # 1, if 
a s1 = 1 + c” + usa , and u # a$’ = aga , we actually have 
T, = (1 + c2)(l + ass) # 0. 
Hence for each c # I and us3 # 1 there is a collineation of P(a) fixing (w) 
and mapping [co] to [cl. The full collineation group is then easily calculated 
to have the same order as though 01 were an automorphism not 2. 
Added in Proof: In Reference [6] (written after this article was completed) it is 
shown that the P(a) with cc given by (7) is indeed isomorphic to P(2I). 
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